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Abstrat. Compile-time garbage olletion (CTGC) is still a very un-

ommon feature within ompilers. In previous work we have developed

a ompile-time struture reuse system for Merury, a logi programming

language. This system indiates whih datastrutures an safely be re-

used at run-time. As preliminary experiments were promising, we have

ontinued this work and have now a working and well performing near-to-

ship CTGC-system built into the Melbourne Merury Compiler (MMC).

In this paper we present the multiple design deisions leading to this

system, we report the results of using CTGC for a set of benhmarks,

inluding a real-world program, and �nally we disuss further possible

improvements. Benhmarks show substantial memory savings and a no-

tieable redution in exeution time.

1 Introdution

Modern programming languages typially limit the possibilities of the program-

mer to manage memory diretly. In suh ases alloation and dealloation is

delegated to the run-time system and its garbage olletor, at the expense of

possible run-time overhead. Delarative languages go even further by prohib-

iting destrutive updates. This inreases the run-time overhead onsiderably:

new datastrutures are reated instead of updating existing ones, hene garbage

olletion will be needed more often.

Speial tehniques have been developed to overome this handiap and to

improve the memory usage, both for logi programming languages [10, 14, 18℄ and

funtional languages [21, 16℄. Some of the approahes depend on a ombination

of speial language onstruts and analyses using unique objets [19, 1, 22℄, some

are solely based on ompiler analyses [13, 16℄, and others ombine it with speial

memory layout tehniques [21℄. In this work we develop a purely analysis based

memory management system.

Merury, a modern logi programming language with delarations [19℄ pro�les

itself as a general purpose programming language for large industrial projets.

Memory requirements are therefore high. Hene we believe it is a useful researh



goal to develop a CTGC-system for this language. In addition, mastering it for

Merury should be a useful stepping stone for systems suh as Ciao Prolog [12℄

(whih has optional delarations and inludes the impurities of Prolog) and

HAL [8℄ (a Merury-based onstraint language).

The intention of the CTGC-system is to disover at ompile-time when data

is not referened anymore, and how it an best be reused. Mulkers et al. [18℄

have developed an analysis for Prolog whih detets when memory ells beome

available for reuse. This analysis was �rst adapted to languages with delara-

tions [3℄ and then re�ned for use in the presene of program modules [15℄. A �rst

prototype implementation was made to measure the potential of the analysis for

deteting dead memory ells. As the results of the prototype were promising [15℄,

we have ontinued this work and implemented a full CTGC-system for the Mel-

bourne Merury Compiler (MMC), fousing on minimizing the memory usage

of a program. In this paper we present the di�erent design deisions that had

to be taken to obtain notieable memory savings, while remaining easy to im-

plement within the MMC and with aeptable ompilation overhead. A series of

benhmarks are given, measuring not only the global e�et of CTGC, but also

the e�et of the di�erent deisions during the CTGC analysis.

After presenting some bakground in Setion 2, we �rst solve the problem of

deiding how to perform reuse one it is known whih ells might die (Setion 3).

Setion 4 presents low-level additions required to inrease preision and speed,

and obtain the �rst aeptable results for a set of benhmarks (Setion 5). Using

ell-ahing (Setion 6) more memory savings an be obtained. Finally improve-

ments related to other work are suggested (Setion 7), followed by a onlusion

(Setion 8).

2 Bakground

2.1 Merury

Merury [11℄ is a logi programming language with types, modes and determin-

ism delarations. Its type system is based on a polymorphi many-sorted logi

and its mode-system does not allow partially instantiated datastrutures.

The analysis performed by our CTGC-system is at the level of the High

Level Data Struture (HLDS) onstruted by the MMC. Within this struture,

prediates are normalized, i.e. all atoms appearing in the program have distint

variables as arguments, and all uni�ations X = Y are expliited as one of (1) a

test X == Y (both are ground terms), (2) an assignment X := Y , (X is free, Y

is ground) (3) a onstrution X ( f(Y

1

; : : : ; Y

n

) (X is free, all Y

i

are ground),

or (4) a deonstrution X ) f(Y

1

; : : : ; Y

n

) (X is ground, all Y

i

are free) [11℄.

Within the HLDS, the atoms of a lause body are ordered suh that the body

is well moded. In the paper, we will use the expliit modes.

Just like in the HLDS we will use the notion of a proedure, i.e. a ombination

of one prediate with one mode, and thus talk about the analysis of a proedure.



2.2 General Struture of the CTGC-System

The CTGC-system onsists of a data-ow analysis, followed by a reuse analysis

and ended by a ode generation pass (similar to [10℄).

The data-ow analysis is performed to obtain struture-sharing information

(expressed as possible aliases [3℄) and to detet when heap ells beome dead

and are therefore available for reuse. It is based on abstrat interpretation [2℄

using a so alled default all pattern for eah of the proedures to be analysed.

This default all pattern makes minimal realisti assumptions: the inputs to a

proedure are in no way aliased, and only the outputs will be used after the all

to the proedure. The data-ow analysis requires a �xpoint omputation to deal

with reursive prediate de�nitions. For more details, see [3, 15℄.

Next the reuse analysis deides whih reuses are possible (see Setion 2.5).

Di�erent versions an then be reated for the di�erent reuses deteted. While

the underlying onepts were already developed in [15℄, the pragmatis of our

implementation are disussed in this paper.

Finally, low-level ode orresponding to the deteted reuses is generated.

As Merury allows programming with modules, the CTGC-system proesses

eah module independently. Interfae �les are used to allow analysis information

(struture-sharing and reuse information) generated while proessing one module

to be used when proessing other modules.

2.3 Data Representation

The purpose of the CTGC-system is to identify whih objets on the heap,

so alled datastrutures, beome dead and an therefore be reused. In order

to understand what these objets are, we will larify the way typed terms are

usually

1

represented in the MMC. Consider the following types:

:- type dir ---> north ; south ; east ; west.

:- type example ---> a(int, dir) ; b(example).

Terms of primitive types suh as integers, hars, oats

2

and pointers to strings are

represented as single mahine words. Terms of types suh as dir, in whih every

alternative is a onstant are equivalent to enumerated types in other languages.

Merury represents them as onseutive integers starting from zero, and stores

them in a single mahine word. Terms of types suh as example are stored on

the heap. The pointer to the atual term on the heap is tagged [9℄. This tag is

used to indiate the funtion symbol of the term. Terms of types having more

funtion symbols than a single tag an distinguish use seondary tags.

Figure 1 shows the representation of a variable A bound to b(a(3,east)).

In this paper ha1, hy1, : : : denote heap ells, whereas sa, sx, : : : are registers

or stak loations.

1

The MMC ompiles to di�erent bak-ends, the most ommon being ANSI-C. Higher-

level bak-ends, suh as Java or .NET, use di�erent low level representations, yet

the theory of reyling heap ells remains the same.

2

Depending on the word-size, these might have a boxed representation.
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Fig. 1. A = b(a(3,east)).

:- pred onvert1(example, example).

:- mode onvert1(in, out) is semidet.

onvert1(X,Y):- X => b(X1),

X1 => a(A1, _),

Y1 <= a(A1, north),

Y <= b(Y1).

Fig. 2. Conversion-proedure.
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Fig. 3. No reuse
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Fig. 4. Reuse

2.4 Data Reuse

Figure 3 shows the memory layout when alling onvert1(A, B) (Fig. 2), where

A is bound to b(a(3,east) (Fig. 1).

After deonstruting the input, new heap ells (hy1, hy2 and hy3) are allo-

ated to reate Y, and the ontent of X is partially opied into those ells. If it an

be shown at ompile-time that after this proedure all the term pointed at by

X will not be referened during the rest of the program (thus beoming available

for reuse), then the deonstrution statements perform the last aess ever to

the onerned heap ells (ha1, ha2, ha3) after whih they beome garbage, and

an be (re)used for Y (Fig. 4, the ontents of sx and sx1 are no longer relevant).

The optimization ould go further and detet that this reuse only requires

the update of one heap ell, namely ha3. Yet urrently we mainly fous on the

memory usage of a program, exeution time being only of indiret importane.

Therefore we do not try to optimize the number of �eld updates in the presene

of reuse. See also Setion 7.

2.5 Types of Reuse

During reuse analysis we make a distintion between di�erent kinds of reuses [15℄.

The proedure shown in Fig. 2 has diret reuse (of X): it might ontain the last

referene to the ells of X whih an then be reused by Y. However, the reuse is



onditional: if the aller's environment does not orrespond to the default all

pattern (e.g. keeping a referene to one of the ells marked for reuse), reuse is

not allowed. As this imposes very harsh restritions on the reuse possibilities, we

introdued the notion of reuse onditions whih express the minimal onditions

a all pattern has to meet so that reuse is safe. These onditions are expressed in

terms of the variables involved (here X). If the reuse is independent of the alling

environment (X being a loal variable), then we have unonditional reuse.

Given the reuse onditions, the next step of the reuse analysis is to hek for

indiret reuses. Consider the following proedure:

:- pred generate(example).

:- mode generate(out) is semidet.

generate(Y):- generate_2(X), onvert1(X, Y).

Assuming the default all pattern for generate, the all to onvert1 meets the

ondition that after that all X will not be used anymore. Hene, a reuse-version

of onvert1 an be alled and we say that generate has indiret reuse. Moreover,

X is a loal variable, so reusing it will always be safe as it is independent of the

all pattern to generate. This is an example of unonditional (indiret) reuse.

If X would have been an input variable to generate, the indiret reuse would be

onditional and additional reuse onditions would be formulated.

3 A Working Reuse Deision Approah

Consider the prediate in Fig. 5 whih onverts a list of data-elements into a new

list of data-elements. While the data-ow analysis spots the datastrutures that

an potentially be reused, it is up to the reuse analysis to selet those reuses

(diret and indiret) that yield the most interesting saving w.r.t. memory usage

(and indiretly exeution time).

3.1 Deiding Diret Reuse

A �rst restrition we impose is to limit reuses to loal reuses, i.e. a dead ell an

only be reused in the same proedure as where it is last aessed (deonstruted).

In Setion 6 we disuss tehniques of how to lift this restrition. Furthermore, we

onsider that dead strutures an only be reused by at most one new struture.

Using the terminology of Debray [7℄, we limit ourselves to the simple reuse

problem. It is not diÆult to remove this limitation, but it makes the reuse

deisions more omplex. We plan to lift this restrition in the future.

The data-ow analysis of the example identi�es the deonstruted datastru-

tures (at d1, resp. d2) as available for reuse. The proedure also ontains two

onstrutions (1 and 2) where the memory from the dead ells ould be reused.

Eah of the ombinations yields an aeptable reuse-sheme. Yet, whih one

is the most interesting? It has been shown that this problem [7℄ an be reformu-

lated as an instane of the maximum weight mathing problem for a weighted

bipartite graph. However for simpliity of implementation we have redued this



:- type field1 ---> field1(int, int, int).

:- type field2 ---> field2(int, int).

:- type list(T) ---> [℄ ; [T | list(T)℄.

:- pred onvert2(list(field1), list(field2)).

:- mode onvert2(in, out) is det.

onvert2(List0, List):-

( % swith on List0

List0 => [℄, List <= [℄

;

List0 => [Field1 | Rest0℄, % (d1)

Field1 => field1(A, B, _C), % (d2)

Field2 <= field2(A, B), % (1)

onvert2(Rest0, Rest),

List <= [Field2 | Rest℄ % (2)

).

Fig. 5. Converting lists.

general mathing problem to two orthogonal deisions: imposing onstraints on

the allowed reuses, and using simple strategies to selet amongst di�erent an-

didates for reuse. We will disuss eah of these.

Constraints on allowed reuses. Constraints allow one to express ommon har-

ateristis between the dead and the newly onstruted ell and reet the re-

stritions whih an be imposed by the bak-end to whih a Merury program

is ompiled.

We have implemented the following onstraints:

{ Almost mathing arities. This onstraint expresses the intuition that it an

be worthwhile to reuse a dead ell, even if not all memory-words are reused.

This is indeed interesting if it an be guaranteed that the superuous words

will be olleted by the run-time garbage olletor within a reasonable delay.

In our example, allowing a di�erene of size one allows 1 and 2 to reuse

the memory available from either d1 or d2.

{ Mathing arities. If the run-time system is not powerful enough to be used

with almost mathing arities, then a more restritive onstraint an be used:

only allow reuse between onstrutors having the same arity. This means

that in our example only d1 an be reused (by either 1 or 2).

{ Label-preserving. Using the Java or .NET bak-end, it is not possible to

hange the type of run-time objets, therefore reuse is only allowed if the

dead and new ell have the same onstrutor (label). For the example this

means that the ell from d1 an only be reused in 2.

Seletion strategies. When a ell an reuse di�erent dead ells, a hoie has

to be made (e.g. 1 an either reuse the ell available from d1 or d2). Some



hoies yield better results than others. We have experimented with two simple

strategies:

{ Lifo. Traverse the body of the proedure and assign the reuses using a last-

in-�rst-out seletion strategy. This means that when a hoie is left for a

given onstrution, hoose the ell whih died most reently. The intuition is

that after deonstruting a variable, it is very likely that a new similar ell

will be onstruted in the same ontext.

e.g. If 1 is allowed to reuse the ells from d1 or d2, then aording to this

strategy, Field1 will be reused for onstruting Field2 and List0 for List.

{ Random. The intuition behind the lifo-strategy might not always be true, for

example in the presene of a disjuntion

3

. Therefore we have added a simple

strategy whih randomly selets the dead ell amongst all the andidates.

3.2 Deiding Indiret Reuse

In order to deide whether a all to a proedure an be substituted by a all

to a reuse version of that proedure, we must be sure that suh substitution is

safe. This is tested by heking the reuse-onditions (under the assumption of

a default all pattern). If it is safe to all the reuse-version we have to deide

whether we will do so or not.

Here we have deided for simpliity by always alling the reuse-version of a

proedure if it is safe to do so. In Setion 7 we disuss the drawbaks and suggest

a possible better solution.

Suppose that for our previous example we would only allow the reuse of

the list-ells (d1 by 2). Suh reuse is onditional: the list ell only dies i� it

is not needed within the aller's ontext. This ondition has to be heked for

the reursive all. Under the default all pattern (see Setion 2.4) Rest0 is dead

at the moment of the reursive all, hene the ondition is satis�ed, and the

reursive all an safely be substituted by a all to its reuse version

4

.

3.3 Splitting into Di�erent Versions

One the possible diret and indiret reuses have been deided, there is one

remaining deision left: how many versions of a given proedure should be re-

ated? In our example, we might have deteted three reuses: List0 reused by

List, Field1 by Field2, and the indiret reuse (the reursive all to the reuse

version). We an generate 4 interesting versions of the initial proedure: a ver-

sion with no reuse, a version reusing only List0, a version reusing Field1 and

a version reusing both (where the reuse versions also inlude the reursive reuse

all). In general, for a proedure with n possible diret reuses, 2

n

interesting

3

e.g. X => f(..), ( ... Y <= f(..) ; ... ), Z <= f(..): as the �rst branh of

the disjuntion might not always be exeuted, it is more interesting to allow Z to

reuse X than Y.

4

Note that this indiret reuse is in itself onditional: it an only be allowed if the

list-ells of Rest0 are not needed in the allers ontext.



versions an be reated. In our implementation we limit the number of versions

to at most two: a version whih imposes no onditions on the aller (ontaining

all possible unonditional reuses), and a version ontaining all deteted reuses.

In Setion 7 we briey disuss other possibilities.

4 Low Level Additions

Given the previous deisions, a �rst CTGC-system was implemented. Although

good results were obtained for small programs (e.g. naive-reverse), we ran into

problems when analysing large ones:

{ impreision in the alias analysis had the e�et that relatively few ells were

reognized as dead.

{ the number of aliases olleted within a proedure beame huge. This slowed

down the operations manipulating them and the CTGC proess beame too

time onsuming.

4.1 Enhaning the Aliasing Preision

The underlying analysis for deriving alias-information uses the onept of top

whih expresses that all data parts might be aliased. This is a safe abstration

in the ase of total lak of knowledge about the possible existing aliases at some

program point. One generated, this lak of information propagates rapidly as

all primitive operations manipulating it yield top as well.

Suh a top is generated in the presene of language onstruts with whih the

analysis annot ope yet. These are proedures de�ned in terms of foreign ode

(, C++), higher-order alls and typelasses. It is also generated for proedures

whih are de�ned in other modules that have not yet been analysed and for

whih no interfae �les have been generated yet.

To obtain a usable CTGC-system, tehniques were needed to limit the re-

ation and propagation of top. In our implementation, three tehniques are used:

1. Using heuristis. Based on the type- and mode- delaration of a proedure,

one an derive whether it an reate additional aliases or not, without looking

at the proedure's body. This is the ase when a proedure uses unique

objets (delared di or uo [11℄), or only has unique output variables

5

or

when the non-unique output arguments are of a type for whih sharing is

not possible (integers, enums, hars, et.). In all these ases, it is safe to

onlude that the proedure will not introdue new aliases.

2. Manual aliasing annotation for foreign ode. Important parts of the Merury

standard library onsist of proedures whih are de�ned in terms of foreign

ode. With the intention to be used mainly in this standard library, we have

extended the Merury language suh that foreign ode an be manually

annotated with aliasing-information.

5

A proedure all annot reate additional aliases between input variables as they

must be ground at the moment when the proedure is alled.



3. Manual iteration for mutual dependent modules. The urrent ompilation-

sheme of Merury is not yet able to ope with mutual dependent modules.

Consider a module A in whih some proedures are expressed in terms of

proedures delared in a module B, and vie versa. The normal ompilation

sheme is to ompile one of the �les, and then the other one. In the presene

of an optimizing ompiler this is not enough. At the moment the �rst module

is ompiled, nothing is known from the seond one, yielding bad preision

for the �rst one. This bad preision will propagate further to the seond

�le as the seond �le relies on the �rst one. Bueno et al. [5℄ propose a new

ompilation sheme whih is able to handle these ases. As this requires

quite some work, we make a work around by allowing manually ontrolled

inremental ompilation.

4.2 Making Compilation Faster: Widening the Aliasing

While it is interesting to have more preise aliasing information than simply top,

having more aliases also slows down the system. Now one an argue that speed is

not a major requirement of a CTGC-system as it is primarely intended to be used

only at the �nal ompilation phase of a program, but even for our benhmarks

we were not ready to wait hours for a module to ompile. Therefore, in order to

produe a usable CTGC-system we have added a widening operator [6℄ whih

ats upon the aliases produed

6

.

During the data-ow analysis, a datastruture is represented by its full path

down the term it is part of. Suh a path is a onatenation of seletors whih

selets the funtor and the exat argument position in the funtor

7

. Aliases are

expressed as pairs of datastrutures.

To illustrate this, let us onsider the following de�nition of a tree type:

:- type tree ---> e ; two(int,tree,tree)

; three(int,int,tree,tree,tree).

After the onstrution V <= three(2,3,two(0,e,e),A,A) (where A is a variable

bound to another tree-term), the path (three; 3) � (two; 1) selets in V the zero-

integer. The path (three; 3) selets in V the whole datastruture orresponding

to the �rst subtree (namely two(0,e,e)). In V, the positions orresponding with

the paths (three; 4) and (three; 5) are aliased.

For the aliasing information, we introdued type widening that onsists of

replaing a full path of normal seletors by one seletor, a so alled type se-

letor. The meaning of a type seletor is as follows: instead of seleting one

spei� subterm of a term, it will selet all the subterms whih have the type

expressed by the seletor. In our example, the paths (three; 1), (three; 2), and

6

This widening operator an be enabled on a per-module base. The user an also

speify the threshold at whih widening should be performed: e.g. only widen if the

size of the set of aliases exeeds 1000.

7

In�nite paths are avoided by simplifying full type trees to type graphs. This is beyond

the sope of this paper.



(three; 3) � (two; 1) all selet integer elements of V. With type widening, all these

seletors are redued to the seletor (int), i.e. the type of the subterms whih

they selet. The alias in V (ie. between (three; 4) and (three; 5)) beomes an

alias between (tree) and (tree), hene expressing that all subtrees of V might be

aliased. If other aliases between subtrees of V exist, then they will all be replaed

by this one single alias, hene making the overall size of the set of aliases smaller.

This widening leads to a onsiderable speed-up of the CTGC-system (om-

pilation of some modules taking almost one hour was now redued to less than

a minute). Our results suggest that the overall preision remains suÆient in

order to detet the expeted reuses for our benhmarks.

5 First Results

We have evaluated the e�etiveness of our CTGC-system by omparing memory

usage and measuring ompilation times. We have used toy benhmarks and

one real-life program. All the experiments were run on an Intel-Pentium III

(600Mhz) with 256MB RAM, using Debian Linux 2.3.99, under a usual work-

load. The CTGC-system was integrated into version 0.9.1 of the MMC. The

reported memory information is obtained using the MMC memory pro�ler. This

pro�ler ounts the total number of memory words that are alloated on the

heap

8

. The timings are averages of 10 runs eah time. All the benhmarks are

ompiled using a non-optimized Merury standard library w.r.t. memory usage

(hene no reuse in the library prediates

9

). This allows us to fous on the reuse

ourring in the atual ode of the benhmarks.

The toy benhmarks omprise nrev (naive reverse of a list of 3000 integers),

qsort (quik sort of a sorted list of 10000 integers), and argo nters (a benhmark

ounting various properties of a �le, also used in [15℄). Table 1 shows the results.

These are independent of the CTGC on�guration used, as they all yield the

same results here. For eah of the benhmarks every possible reuse is deteted,

yielding the expeted savings in memory usage and exeution time.

No Reuse Reuse

module C (se) M (Word) R (se) C (se) M (Word) m (%) R (se)

nrev 1.49 9M 1.51 11.79 6k -99.9 0.32

qsort 1.40 50M 36.63 11.29 20k -99.9 27.22

argo nters 4.53 3.00M 0.35 16.38 2.60M -13.3 0.32

Table 1. Toy benhmarks. C = ompilation time. M = number of alloated words. R

= exeution time. m = relative redution in memory usage.

8

Note that this ount is independent of any run-time garbage olletion.

9

Normally, a Merury system with CTGC would also have the library modules om-

piled with CTGC in the same way as user modules.



Next to small benhmarks, we found it important to evaluate the system on a

real-life program, where the di�erent onstraints and strategies do make a di�er-

ene. The program we used is a ray traer program developed for the ICFP'2000

programming ontest [17℄ where it ended up fourth. This program transforms a

given sene desription into a rendered image. It is a CPU- and memory-intensive

proess, and therefore an ideal andidate for our CTGC-system to be tested on.

A omplete desription of this program an be found at [20℄.

The program onsists of 20 modules (5700 lines of ode), ontaining mostly

deterministi prediates. All modules ould be ompiled without widening, ex-

ept for one: peephole. This module manipulates omplex onstrutors and gener-

ates up to 11K aliases. Without type-widening, the ompilation of peephole takes

160 minutes. With type-widening (at 500 aliases), it only takes 40 seonds. The

ompilation of the whole program with CTGC (and widening) takes 5 minutes,

ompared to 1 minute for a normal ompilation. As some of these modules de-

pend on eah other, the tehnique of manually iterating the ompilation was

used to obtain better results. For this benhmark, the ompilation had to be

repeated 3 times to reah a �xpoint (for a total time of 15 minutes). Eah time

every module was reompiled. In a smart ompilation environment, most of the

reompilations ould be avoided.

To measure the e�ets of the di�erent onstraints and strategies we have om-

piled the ray traer with di�erent CTGC-on�gurations. The �rst row of Table 2

shows the number of memory words and the exeution time (in seonds) needed

to render a set of 27 di�erent sene desriptions (ranging from simple senes, to

more omplex ones) using a version of the ray traer without CTGC. Rows 1 to

9 show the relative memory usage and exeution time of ray traers ompiled

using di�erent CTGC-on�gurations for the same set of sene desriptions:

{ Using the mathing arities (math) or label-preserving (same ons) on-

straints, up to 24% memory an be saved globally. For some sene desrip-

tions, this an go up to 30%. There is also a notieable speedup (14%).

{ Using almost mathing arities within a distane of one (within 1) or two

(within 2), muh less memory is saved (only 10%) with hardly any speedup.

The bad memory usage is not surprising as none of the seletion strategies

takes into aount the orrespondane of the arities between a new ell

and the available dead ells. The bad timings are also expliable: with non-

mathing arities, reuse leaves spae-leaks whih annot immediately be de-

teted by the urrent run-time garbage olletor, hene the garbage olletor

will be alled more often. Improvements to the garbage olletor are required.

{ Globally, using the random seletion strategy yields slightly worse results

than lifo. For some sene desriptions though, results are better, but without

spetaular di�erenes.

{ Row 9 shows the results of a ray traer ompiled using a version of the

Merury standard library with CTGC. There is hardly any di�erene with

Row 1, where libraries were used without CTGC. This is due to the fat that

the ray traer makes a limited use of these libraries.



Con�guration Memory Time

(kWord) (%) (se) (%)

0 no CTGC 1024795.51 - 362.31 -

1 lifo math 776707.92 -24.21 311.85 -13.93

2 lifo same ons 791742.06 -22.74 313.57 -13.45

3 lifo within 1 916642.90 -10.55 361.84 -0.13

4 lifo within 2 917847.97 -10.44 359.90 -0.67

5 random math 780838.58 -23.81 310.75 -14.23

6 random same ons 795872.67 -22.34 312.70 -13.69

7 random within 1 920764.26 -10.15 359.14 -0.87

8 random within 2 921969.35 -10.03 355.08 -2.00

9 lifo math libs 775607.04 -24.32 320.32 -11.59

10 lifo math  513901.37 -49.85 301.66 -16.74

11 lifo same ons  542626.80 -47.05 304.20 -16.04

12 lifo within 1  845603.55 -17.49 375.79 3.72

13 lifo within 2  864722.90 -15.62 370.49 2.26

14 random math  518032.04 -49.45 299.45 -17.35

15 random same ons  546757.48 -46.65 302.79 -16.43

16 random within 1  849724.90 -17.08 363.90 0.44

17 random within 2  868844.29 -15.22 391.68 8.11

Table 2. ICFP-ray traer using di�erent CTGC-on�gurations.

Finally, a version of the ray traer was built without type-widening (lifo

and mathing arities). Compared to row 1 in Table 2 the overall memory usage

di�erene is less than 1%. The exeution times are omparable.

6 Non-loal Reuse: Cell Cahe

Currently we have assumed that all dying datastrutures must be reused loally,

i.e. within the same proedure in whih they die. Hene quite some interesting

possibilities of reuse ould be missed.

We see three ways to ahieve non-loal reuses as well. The �rst and the

most diÆult is to extend the data-ow analysis to handle non-loal reuse. The

analysis would have to propagate possible dead ells and thus beome quite

omplex. It would also require intensive hanges in the internal alling onvention

of proedures within the MMC as the address of the ells to be reused would

have to be passed between proedures. The seond approah is to ombine reuse

analysis with inlining in suh a way that the ell death and subsequent reuse end

up in the same proedure. The third approah, whih is the one we implemented,

is to ahe dead ells. Whenever a ell dies unonditionally and annot be reused

loally, we mark it as aheable. At runtime the address of the ell as well as

its size will be reorded in a ahe (or free list). Before eah memory alloation

the runtime system will �rst hek the ell ahe to see if a ell of the orret



size is available and use that ell instead of alloating a new ell. This operation

inreases the time taken to alloate a memory ell in the ase of the ell ahe

being empty, and hene should only be a win if the ell ahe oupany rate

is high. It also avoids new alloations so the overall ost of the runtime garbage

olletion system should go down due to smaller heap sizes and less frequent

need for garbage olletion.

The -entries of Table 2 (Rows 10-17) show the results of CTGC-on�gu-

rations ombined with the ell ahe tehnique. Compared to the basi CTGC-

on�gurations, ell ahing always inreases memory savings, going up to 49%

(for some senes even 70%). In the ase of label-preserving or mathing arit-

ies onstraints, exeution time drops slightly. On the other hand, using almost

mathing arities ombined with ell ahing inreases the exeution time.

7 Further Improvements

In the near future, we intend to explore a number of improvements to our system.

First, for some proedures, several possibilities of reuse are disovered, eah one

imposing its own reuse onditions. Taken together, these reuse onditions are

too restritive on the aller, hene hardly any alling environment is able to

satisfy them, and no reuse is performed at all. A top-down all-dependent version

splitting pass ould aid in generating more useful reuse-versions of proedures,

and avoid the generation of the useless ones.

A seond problem is the too absorbant e�et of the notion of top urrently

used in the alias information. One top is enountered, it propagates all through-

out the remainder of the ode. Instead of top, we ould use topmost substitu-

tions [4℄: e.g. generating all possible ombinations of aliases between the argu-

ments of a alled prediate, based on the types of these arguments, either expli-

itly or in a more ompat form (using type-seletors or keeping sets of variables,

stating that these variables might be aliased to eah other in any possible way).

In this paper we mainly foussed on memory savings, reasoning that saving

memory implies less garbage olletion, hene diminishes the exeution time. If

exeution time is of primary onern, than more sophistiated reuse strategies

will be needed. In the near future we will adopt the use of weighted graphs [7℄

where the weights an be adjusted for minimizing memory usage or exeution

time (taking into aount the �elds that do not need to be updated). We will

also onsider splitting dead ells and reusing them for di�erent new ells.

In [10℄ the fous on exeution time is even greater, trying to disover al-

most every �eld not requiring an update, going even beyond the boundaries of

single proedures. This is indeed important in Prolog, where the determinism

of proedures is not neessarely known at analysis time, and where given the

underlying data-ow analysis, eah ell update requires extra are in the ase

the value has to be reset upon baktraking. In Merury, where determinism

is known at ompilation time, and where the analysis expliitly takes into a-

ount baktraking, this is not a major issue. Therefore, it is not our immediate

intention to try to avoid every possible ell update.



8 Conlusion

This paper desribes a omplete working ompile-time garbage olletion sys-

tem for Merury, a logi programming language with delarations. The system

onsists of three passes: data-ow analysis, reuse deision, and low level ode gen-

eration. The data-ow analysis based on [15℄ detets whih ells beome available

for reuse. This paper presents easy implementable restritions, onstraints and

strategies for seleting realisti reuses. In order to obtain a workable CTGC-

system, low level improvements were introdued.

A major ontribution of this work is the integration of the CTGC system in

the Melbourne Merury Compiler and its evaluation. Some small benhmarks

were used, but also one real-life omplex program, a ray traer. Average global

memory savings of up to 49% were obtained, with a speedup of up to 17%.

It would be interesting to ompare these results with the total potential of re-

use within the program. This total potential ould be approximated using the

tehniques used in our �rst prototype [15℄ to predit the amount of reuse.

Beside the proposed improvements the system ould also be adapted to

handle higher order alls and type lasses properly (instead of generating top

aliasing, and not allowing reuse). Yet given the fat that many higher order

alls are speialized away by the ompiler, we urrently do not believe that the

overhead needed to deal with these language onstruts is worthwhile.
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